Schools should have meetings with students 3 times a week about sexual harassment & discrimination. Due to the fact that society has every child judging each other based off of looks and what everybody else says.
1) Ask the students to define sexual harassment & discrimination? Ask them what does this mean to them?
2) Ask the students to define sexual orientation & gender identity? Ask them what does this mean to them?
3) You can’t just have speakers come in & speak to students. You have to come in letting the students lead.
4) Always make the students feel involved in everything it’s very important.
There is definitely a lot of students in the world that are part of the LGBTQ Community & letting them come forward & speak at these meetings will bring more awareness to other students. Every student can help the next student regardless. We all have a story to share so let the students of the Pride Community share they’re story & express themselves while educating everyone at the same time.